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Objectives: Computed tomography based navigation for endoscopic sinus surgery is inflation-
ary used despite of major public concern about iatrogenic radiation induced cancer risk.
Studies on dose reduction for CAS-CT are almost inexistent. We validate the use of radiation
dose reduced CAS-CT for clinically applied surface registration.
Methods: Dose reduced CAS-CT of mineral salt fixed, human cadaver heads with 9.6, 6, 4, 2
and 1.1 mGy were compared with the reference dose at 65 mGy CTDI (CT-Dose Index). For
each CT dose with different surface resolution, the precision of the soft touch registration was
measured with target registration error (TRE). In a practical step, dose reduced protocols were
tested for 12 months.
Results: Using surface registration at highest and lowest doses, TRE did not differ significantly
for registration accuracy. Protocols tested preserved technical registration accuracy and the
pragmatics of dose reduction was limited only by different needs for picture quality of the indi-
vidual surgeon, use for uncomplicated or revision surgery, and reserve for other unexpected
factors (movement artifacts).
Conclusions: The accuracy of today’s surface registration technology was not the limit for dose
reduction. It is the amount of diminished picture quality tolerated by the individual surgeon and
the question of how much of the ever refined radiological picture resolution is necessary at all.
For the majority of operations, consensus for a significant 6-fold radiation dose reduction from
65 mGy to 9.6 mGy CTDI could be realized illustrating a big potential for similar approaches
in other institutions.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the inception of Computed Tomography (CT) in the 1970s,
image quality, range of clinical applications and logistical availabili-
ty increased almost exponentially. According to US American stud-
ies, there was an about 600% increase in the number of examina-
tions in both adults and children in a 10 - year period (1). Radiation
dose exposure has the potential of various risky side effects ranging
from radiation induced cataract formation to mutagenic or terato-
genic damage. The increasing number of examinations and the
related exposure to radiation is becoming not only a major concern
in the daily press (2,3) but also an issue in epidemiologic studies cor-
relating more widespread use of CT with increased life-time risk of
death from radiation induced cancer (4). This is especially important
for children or patients who are at great risk of having repeated fol-
low up CT scans in their lifetime (5).

In ENT, applications of Computer Assisted Navigated Surgery
(CAS) are rapidly growing, especially in Functional Endoscopic
Sinus Surgery (FESS), skull base surgery and otological surgery for
safety, didactic as well as medico legal reasons (6,7). Although FESS
with MR based CAS is feasible (8), preoperative acquisition of CT-
based datasets for navigation is still standard, implying radiation
dose induced hazards to the patient. This study tries to give practical
solutions to answer the growing public concern about a contribution
of unnecessary radiation dose exposure caused by the ENT special-
ist.
In rhinology, dose reduced protocols for conventional scans (i.e.
sinusitis) do exist (9-12). However, only recently was radiation dose
reduction assessed for the first time for CAS-CT in FESS with a
clinical survey and preclinical experiments. Technical accuracy with
paired-point registration for dose reduced CAS-CT were tested
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under laboratory conditions with screw fixed registration points. The
survey showed an inter-institutional 18-fold difference in radiation
dose exposure for CAS-CT protocols and pointed theoretically to a
significant potential for dose reduction (13).
Despite the promising results of rigid registration, screw fixed fidu-
cials are used in neurosurgery but are hardly tolerable in ordinary
FESS (14). Hence, we tested the feasibility of accurate registration
and navigation with dose reduced CAS-CT for the clinically used
surface registration. In a second step, validated dose reduced proto-
cols preserving registration accuracy were tested by pragmatic step
by step dose reduction in real surgery.

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS
Scanning protocol
Registration and navigation was performed by the optically guided
Vector Vision System (BrainLAB®, Feldkirchen, Germany) routine-
ly used in our operating room.
For CAS-CT, overlapping 1.25 mm slices with a field of view
(FOV) of 20 cm were acquired with a Lightspeed Ultra Scanner®

(General Electric, Milwaukee, WI, USA). Images were reconstruct-
ed in edge-enhancing algorithm, optimal for bony contours. The
field of view included the facial surface from the upper edge of the
frontal sinus to the upper tooth row, including the tip of the nose,
allowing reliable preoperative registration.
Radiation dose was measured as CT Dose Index (CTDI) in mGy, as
this can be estimated by dosimetry for a single CT slice and approxi-
mated with theoretical models. CTDI is a technical parameter pro-
vided by all CT manufacturers, but it is not directly related to an
individual organ dose. Thus, we added an estimate of the effective
dose measured in mSv, as this better reflects a generic estimate of
the overall harm to the patient caused by radiation dose exposure.

The influence of dose reduction of CAS-CT on registration accuracy
at 9.5, 6, 4, 2 and 1.1 mGy CTDI (Figure 1) was tested. As a refer-
ence dose, the initially used high dose protocol (120 kV, 210 mAs
corresponding to 65 mGy CTDI) was included as well.
For surface registration with soft touch (s-touch) technology, a
pointer was used to tip on 30 skin surface points for correlation with
the virtual surface in the CAS-CT image.
Accuracy was estimated (15-17) using the Target Registration Error
(TRE) of 5 small screws drilled into the bone of the fronto-zygomat-
ic suture (screw 1,2), the nasion (screw 3), the nasal spine (screw 4)
and into the left pteryon (screw 5 in Figure 2 left up). The head of
the screws had a central pit for the pointer tip used for accuracy
measurement (Figure 2, right bottom). The center of the pits was
marked with the system software iPlan® pre-procedurally at maxi-
mal magnification. Putting the pointer tip exactly at the marked
location, TRE is calculated (18). This value indicates the maximal
deviation between patient and image data (19).

In a second practical part, radiation dose for CAS-CT was reduced
stepwise in clinical routine to the in vitro estimated values tolerable
for salvage surgery. Surgeons (4 fellows and the senior author of the
paper; median experience in rhinosurgery 3 years (range 1-15) were
first offered ample opportunity to test navigation with dose reduced
CAS-CT on the cadaver heads. They defined an individual limit to
dose reduction at which they still felt 100% confident in the naviga-
tion quality (13). During a 12 months period, validated CT protocols
preserving technical registration accuracy were used for surgery
with progressive CAS-CT dose reduction.

Statistical analysis
For descriptive statistics of accuracy measurements, the box blot for

Figure 1. Thiel cadaver head in the scanner and representative axial view
of the 5 dose reduced CAS-CT protocols used for surface registration.

Figure 2. Screw fixed landmarks (blue) for accuracy measurement in TRE
with the pointer at the center of the screw groove (bottom right). Highest
magnification of the screw pit in the software iPlan (bottom left and top
right).
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TRE, depending on CT dose, was constructed. For inferential statis-
tical analysis, a non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test with
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was used to com-
pare accuracy (TRE) depending on CT radiation dose used.

RESULTS
Experiments with cadaver heads
Surface registration with the s-touch method was possible in pilot
studies on a dummy as well as on the cadaver heads. Life-like plas-
ticity of the Thiel fixed skin surface allowed comparable fast and
effective s-touch registration to real surgery. Accuracy measure-
ments for all CT radiation doses (Figure 3) showed an overall mean
TRE of 2.09 mm (range of mean values 1.7-2.5 mm), which was
comparable to benchmark values for surface registration techniques
cited in the literature (18,20-27). The accuracy of TRE following regis-
tration by CAS-CT with the highest dose (i.e. 65 mGy CTDI) and
with lowest dose (1.1 mGy CTDI) was not significantly different (p
> 0.05, Wilcoxon signed rank test, Bonferroni corrected).

Pragmatic dose reduction in clinical practice
During annual training courses and in laboratory pilot experiments,
the 5 surgeons had ample opportunity to gain experience with dose
reduced images for registration and intra-operative navigation in
FESS. Using s-touch registration instead of rigid registration clearly
facilitated the transfer of the in vitro optimized dose reduction from
65 mGy (2.2 mSv) to 9.5 mGy (0.3 mSv) in everyday practice.
Time consumption for both s-touch registration and actual operation
was not bigger for registration with dose reduced CAS-CT com-
pared with high dose CAS-CT. Because of the affiliation to the
national competence center for Computer-Aided and Image-guided
Medical Interventions (www.co-me.ch), CAS is regularly per-
formed for FESS at our institution. During the study period of 12
months, radiation dose reduced CAS-CT were regularly performed
in standard situations, in revision surgery or if scans had to be
repeated preoperatively due to insufficient imaging from other radi-
ology departments. In this period, 104 CAS based FESS operations
were performed: 84 with CAS-CT at 9.6 mGy and 20 (11 operations
for complications, 9 oncologic procedures) at 65 mGy CTDI. Thus
4 out of 5 patients could take advantage of reduced radiation dose
exposure. Consensus of all participating surgeons was not to reduce

the dose at all costs. Debate started for dose reduction from 9.6 to 6
mGy CTDI and arguments limiting further reduction are depicted in
Table 1.

DISCUSSION
The use of CAS technology is growing exponentially for the sake of
safety, for protection against legal concerns, as surgical training tool
(6) or for new domains as for guidance and control of brain mapping
strategies (28,29). Apart from conventional CT scanners, volume
tomography offers advances in technology in dose reduction. On the
other hand, it remains to be seen whether the increase in availability
and new fields of applications, i.e. additional intra-operative imag-
ing (30), do not outweigh dose reduction by growing number of
examinations.
According to European Community and American guidelines, radi-
ation dose reduction becomes a constant public concern because of
the fast growing use of CT, leading to the principle of keeping dose
exposure as low as reasonably achievable (31). The experimental
study on cadaver heads using a surface registration method provided
our team with routine and convincing data to adapt reduced CAS-
CT dose protocols in clinical practice.
Accuracy of CAS navigation depends on multiple interlinked fac-
tors: e.g. technical accuracy of the navigation system, CT slice

Table 1. Surgeon’s objections limiting pragmatic dose reduction in clinical practice.
Arguments limiting pragmatic dose reduction
Aspects Dangers Example
Diagnostic Risk of missing alternative diagnosis, unsuitable for Extent of tissue infiltration by tumors, need of

emergency situations contrast media application

Navigation Problems of identifying thin bony septa of landmarks Damage to the carotid canal or ethmoidal fovea
(Signal to Noise problem)

Registration Too narrow field of view with insufficient midface contours Inadequate contour of the nose compromises
for registration the area for registration

Image stability Reserve for other factors reducing the signal-to-noise ratio Movement artifacts of non compliant patient
diminishing picture quality

Logistic Acceptance for a wide group of users (beginners, irregular users, Satisfying picture quality for change of the
external consultants) operation to another surgeon

Figure 3. Box plot of accuracy measurements (TRE) of screw fixed land-
marks in mm using s-touch registration. Each row shows the TRE of the
landmarks for each CAS-CT dose. Lines dividing the rectangle depict the
mean value of TRE, box margins indicate 25 percentile and 75 percentile
values. Open circles indicating the range of the values.
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thickness, image reconstruction algorithms, scanner technology,
radiation dose and background noise in surface reconstruction (15,32).
Moreover, radiation dose exposure does not only vary with different
CT scanners but also with the specific patient size and study purpos-
es rendering direct transfer of CT protocols between different insti-
tutions problematic. Intra-operative tissue shift (33) represents addi-
tional factors in the navigation error bill.
Despite those influences, TRE dependent on surface registration
was not limited by dose reduction used in current technology. It
seems that the big difference in radiation dose absorption between
soft tissue and air, as represented on the Hounsfield scale (Figure 4),
are big enough to be resistant to diminishing signal-to-noise ratio
and blurring of the CT image by dose reduction.
In contrast to soft tissue based navigation in neurosurgery (33), FESS
is based on bone windows with high intrinsic contrast, slice thick-
ness of 1 mm and accuracy of instrumentation at about 1 mm,
resulting in a generally accepted range of accuracy around 2 mm.
Thus, FESS is especially suited for CT dose reduction because soft
tissue shift during surgery plays less of a role than in neurosurgery
and because the limit for resection is mostly represented by stable
bone margins. The conspicuous skeletal margins are also more
resistant to background noise than the delineation of fluid or soft tis-
sue components in soft tissue surgery due to the higher gradient in
tissue dose absorption reflected in the high gradients between bone
and soft tissue on the Hounsfield scale (Figure 4).
In our study, the limits of dose reduction are not reached by dimin-
ishing technical registration accuracy but by reduction of image
quality as perceived by the individual surgeon. Different subjective
demands on picture quality for delineation of soft tissue components
caused first problems at dose reduction from 9.6 mGy to 6 mGy
CTDI. However, clinicians and radiologists had the tendency to

oversee the fact that most navigation in FESS is based on bone win-
dow data sets and the actual high quality and oversized image on the
screen in the radiology department did not correspond to the much
smaller view with reduced angle and adverse light effect which are
a fact in day-to-day OR routine.
A useful strategy to expose the patient to a reduced CAS-CT dose
protocol was stratification of indications in diagnostic CT protocols
for diagnosis of soft tissue process (e.g. abscess, tumor invasion)
and in CAS-CT protocols for chronic hyperplastic sinusitis, espe-
cially in revision surgery and when pre-existent scans had to be
repeated because they were not usable for the navigation system.
The amount of radiation dose reduction is limited by the demands
on picture quality and thrust (34) by each surgeon and scanner type,
which makes a direct transfer of our values to other institutions
problematic (35). However, it is promising to optimize dose reduc-
tion for any new scanner installed, for dose protocols which have
not been revised over several years and if CAS-CTs are routinely
performed at the same radiation dose as for diagnostic CT with con-
trast media.
Reviewing the last 12 months of our pragmatic approach of dose
reduction, we reduced radiation doses for conventional standard sit-
uations in FESS for the majority of our patients
(4 out of 5). The realized dose reduction from 65 to 9.6 mGy CTDI
corresponds to an estimated reduction from 2.2 mSv to 0.3 mSv. At
our institution, this saving of 1.9 mSv is comparable to 19 potential
future thorax x-rays or almost a cranial CT (i.e. 0.1 mSv or 2 mSv,
respectively).

CONCLUSIONS
Current CT technology provides the surgeon with detailed and
excellent picture quality, however, at the cost of radiation dose
exposure. To reduce this iatrogenic hazard, bone window based
FESS offers a good opportunity for dose reduction if the need for
high tissue contrast or contrast media application can be excluded.
The limit of accuracy of today’s clinically used surface registration
technology is not reached using the dose reduced CAS-CT applied
in our anatomical experiments. On the other hand, dose reduction
leads to noisier pictures, which are subjectively perceived by each
surgeon differently. Checking CT protocols for the precise indica-
tion according to suspected pathology, individual patient size, date
of last revision of the scanning protocols, newer scanner types or
post-processing strategies have a great chance to reduce CAS-CT
radiation dose for a significant portion of patients.
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Figure 4. CT radiation dose absorption of different tissue components
according to the Hounsfield scale. Favorable for dose reduction using sur-
face registration methods is the high gradient (G) between air and soft tis-
sue (G:1002, data at the top of the image), as well as the high gradient
between bone and soft tissue for the bone window based navigation in
FESS. On the other hand, gradients on the Hounsfield scale between soft
tissue and fluid (green markers) are smaller, rendering soft tissue based
surgery more vulnerable to dose reduced CT imaging.
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